Frame tales, medieval literary works in which characters become narrators by telling stories of their own, owe a great debt to oral tradition and transmission. Oral tradition provides much of the raw material for these texts, while at the same time providing medieval audiences and modern readers cues for understanding them. Frame tales depict oral storytelling events in such a way as to give modern scholars some hint of how they might have taken place. The Thousand Nights and a Night portrays an intimate storytelling event between husband and wife; the Decameron shows how people use stories to entertain and to forget life's tragedies, and the Canterbury Tales depicts how people tell stories to pass the time. Thus influence flows both ways, in and out of the frame, from and toward an understanding of medieval orality in Europe and western Asia.
explain in part why frame tales were particularly popular in the medieval period and began to fade not long afterward. Frame tales thrived in this particular verbal environment, but later ceded their position to the novel as verbal artistry became more and more literary. Oral tradition studies enable scholars to escape the endless search for intertextual routes for the transmission of medieval tales and concentrate more on what those tales might mean. By focusing on performance and culture, we may approach frame tales and the tales interpolated within them in such a way as to understand what they might have meant to medieval audiences. Manuscripts provide us with the traces of the past; oral tradition studies bring those traces to life.
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